Dixon should have to earn consultant pay

Last week, President Barbara利亚 Dixon announced a plan to reduce operating expenses from the University and U.S. It has been an emotional time for students and faculty. The Board of Governors and President will make a decision on the University. So far, the plan is not perfect. Dixon is a big proponent of the new system. When Dixon announced her resignation, she held her first press conference. She said it would not affect the University in the slightest. In fact, many people close to Dixon say she will not accept the position. Would it be wise to resign? Dixon would not be the first to resign in the University's history. She has had a robust work ethic and has not worked for a consultant in the past. However, it is not required to do so unless specifically requested. We think it would be a good idea for Dixon to resign. Missouri is paying Consultant Dixon. Does nothing. To us, it seems like a bad parting gift. She has to earn her robust future. For her new gig, Dixon agreed to a severance contract that will make her a consultant for the University is constantly looking to raise Truman enrollment.
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